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abhiseka (Sk!.) - anointing 
"carya (Tm.) - artisan casters) 
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aisvarya (Skt.) - regal power 
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akatiana (Skt.) - <attracting', a type of sorcery 
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alangti mthlham (Tm.) - 'he~mtif1l1 hmps' , ge.ner::!J name for W::lvine a .<;;et of 
lamps ill the puja ritual 
alalti (Tm.) - the offering wave oflamps in puja 
aliiyam (Skt.) - abode, shrine 
amba (Sinh.) - mango 
Amba Vidamana (Sinh.) - the Mango Shoot ritual that celebrates the birth of 
Pattini from a mango; a key event in the annual festival at Munnes varam 
where it is catJed in Tamil, the Hunting Festival 
amman (Tm.) - goddess 
Amma Pal (Im.) - 'Mother Milk' , a rare name for the goddess Ambal 
al1lfla - (Skt.) immortality, ambrosia 
anavas (Skt. ) - ego consciousness 
Angaharuva (Sinh.) - Mars 
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Glossary 
ankeliya (Sinh.) - horn game 
alluhasa, auuhas (Sinh.) - divine blessiug 
matti (Tm.) - alternative term for alatti 
arccauai (Tm.) - personal votive offering 
arccanam (Tm.) - as for arrccanal 
artha (Skt.) - purpose, name of main public hall in temple 
fuil(lha (Sinh.) - divine presence or the experience of divinity through trance 
mugha karaya (Sinh.) - term for the male trauce specialists who are the counter-
parts of thc miiniyan at the Bhadrakali temple 
arul (Tm.) 'grace', divine presence 
Asala Perahara (Sinh.) - the maiu Buddhist festival in Kandy that centres on the 
Temple of the Tooth Relic 
ascarya (SkI.) - miracle 
asuras (Tm.) - antigods or enemies of the gods 
iisvaha (Sinh.) - cyc cvil 
annan (SkI.) - soul 
avamangalla (Sinh.) - episode in the exorcism rites performed by Berava spe-
cialists 
avatara (SkI.) - incarnation (ofVisnu) 
ayalaya (Sinh.) - vagrant 
ayudhapuja (Skt.) - offcriug of 'weapons' 
ayya (Tm.) - honorific title, 'lord' 
bali (SkI.) - sacrifice 
bali (Sinh.) - sacrifice but more commonly the generic name for planetary ritu-
als 
balipilha (SkI.) - seat of sacrifice 
bam,!ara (Sinh.) - 'custodian', label and epithet for a class of deities usually con-
nected to historical figures 
banQhana (Sinh.) - 'biuding', a common form of sorcery 
Berava (Sinh.) - caste of ritual specialists and drurmners 
bhadra (Skt.) - auspicious 
bhadralinga (Skt.) - auspicious ling. image 
bhaktalayam (Skt.) - devotional shrine; name of shrine for the 63 Saints and 
repository of village god and goddess statues 
bhakti (Skt.) devotional worship 
bhedana (Skt.) - 'splitting', a type of sorcery 
bhiita (SkI.) - elements 
bilva (Skt.) - woodapple 
Brah.spati (Sinh.) - Jupiter 
brahman (Skt.) - priestly vama 
Budh" (Sinh.) - Mercury 
cakra (SkI. ) - 'discuss', significant juncture along bodily axis 
cakravartin (SkI.) - ideal king, ruler whose authority encompasses entire domain 
Chandran (Tm.) - Moon 
Chandraya (Sinh.) - Moon 
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Glossary 
chena (Sinh.) - name for the practice and site of slash-and-burn agriculture 
Chettiar (Tm.) - trader caste 
cit (Skt.) - knowing (seeing, fixing gaze upon) 
dagaba (Sinh.) - Buddhist reliquary 
DEiksinamurti (Skt.) - the right or south-facing form (of Siva) 
darbha (Skt.) - tuft of (kusa) grass, mark of the ritual sponsor 
da..sana (Skt.) - da..sanam (Tm.) - gaze, worship as witnessing the deity's gaze 
dasami (Tm.) - tenth day after the new moon 
dehi kiipima (Sinh.) - lime cutting, an anti sorcery rite 
Demala (Sinh.) - Tamil 
desam kovil (Tm.) - regional temple 
deva balaya (Sinh.) - divine power 
devala (Sinh.) - deity temple 
devasthana (Skt) - 'god's scat' (a temple) 
devata (Sinh.) - class of minor interstitial deities with fierce and demonic char-
acteristics 
devatava (Sinh.) - singular of devata 
dcyiyo (Sinh.) - epithet for deity 
distiya (Sinh.) - divine gaze 
diya kiipjma (Sinh.) - water cutting rite 
dri~li (Tm.) - the divine gaze 
Durava (Sinh.) - a caste associated with elephant trapping and toddy tapping 
dvadasanta (Skt.) - apical point on the body's central axis 
dvaja (Skt.) - flag 
dvajasthambha (Skt.) - flag pole 
gambhara (Sinh.) - village guardian god 
gamma<,luva (Sinh.) - name for a body of rites held for the goddess Pattini 
Cam Udawa (Sinh.) - 'Village Reawakening', government sponsored rural 
development program 
garbha (Skt.) - 'womb' , 'interior foelus' 
garbhagraha (Skt.) - concept 
garbhagrha (Skt.) ·- the temple inner sanctum or sanctum santarum 
Coyigama (Sinh.) - cultivator/landowner caste 
gopura (Skt.) - temple gateway 
grama sevaka (Sinh.) - government appointed village official 
Grantha (Tm) - ancient Tamil script llsed in the ParakramBbahu vr inscription 
at Munnesvaram 
grha (Skt.) - chamber 
Halawatta (Sinh.) - Sinhala name of Chi law 
haskam (Sinh.) - miracle, marvel 
hata (Sinh.) - seven 
hatkattiya (Sinh.) - 'gang of seven' , the retinue of deity 's in the Aiyanar temple 
at Maradankulam 
Hevesl (Sinh.) - drummers from the Berava caste 
Hira~ya Neram (Tm.) - 'Hiranya Time' , sunset as the time of the demon Hiranya 
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Glossary 
homa (Skt.) - sacrificial fire 
jniiti pret" (Sinh .) - ancestrol ghost 
Ka<;lavara (Sinh.) - name for thc deity/demon Siiniyam 
kala (Skt.) - parts; kala - black 
kalaiici (Tm.) - the return offering to festival patrons consisting of a half 
coconut, betel leaf and plaintain 
kanniiru (Tm.) - eye evil 
kapa (Sinh.) - pole, flagpole, sacrificial stake - key object in deity rites 
kappu (Tm.) - protective thread tied around a person or deity's wrist 
kapumahattaya (Sinh.) - deity priest, lit. 'pole master' 
kapurala (Sinh.) - deity priest 
karakam (Tm.) - metal water pot 
Karava (Sinh.) - caste traditionally associated with fishing and trading 
karma (Skt.) - the consequences of action 
kassippu (Sinh.) - illegal coconut spirit 
kavao;!i (Tm.) - decorative hoop and pole carried by devotees for special devo-
tional dance of the same name 
kenunura (Sinh.) - a deity's special day or days in the week 
Ketu (Sinh., Tm.) - the Dragon's Tail planet 
Kiri Amma (Sinh.) - 'Milk Mother' , label for a class of goddesses identified by 
Obeyesekere as preceding Pattini 
kiribat (Sinh.) - coconut milk rice 
kOc;limaram (Tm.) - flag trec, anothcr name for the temple flag pole 
kO<;liyettmn (Tm.) - flag-raising at commencement of temple festival 
kolam (Tm.) - decorative pattern in rice flour used at housc and shrine thresh-
olds to protect and order boundaries 
korale (Sinh.) - geo-political unit ofthe Sinhalese state prior to and during Euro-
pean colonialism; a korale consisted ofa number ofpattu which in turn 
consisted of a number of villages 
kgetra (Skt.) - field of power (cultivated space) 
kulam (Tm.) - irrigation tank, also a term for caste 
kumbha (Skt.) - special water pot 
ku1)o;!alInl (Skt.) - bodily energy 
kunkuma (Tm.) - vermilion powder used for decorative (and protective) pottu 
mark on forehead (usually of women) 
kurukka! (or gurukka!) (Tm.) - Brahmin temple priest 
kusa (Skt. ) - type of water reed 
kutsam (SkI.) - crown ofkusa grass used in the kumbbabhiseka rite 
laukika (Sinh.) (Pali -Iokika) - wordly, existing 
ilia (Skt.) - play, disinterested activity 
Iinga (Skt.) - 'sign' or master signifier, the key object of Saiva worship associ-
ated with Siva's phallus 
lingodbhava (Skt.) - special image of Siva as the god assmning anthropomor-
phic form through the widening niche of the linga. Written at Muunesvaram 
as 'Lingatbavar' 
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16kuttara (Sinh.) (Pali - 16k6ttara) - world transcending 
magam (Tm.) - pilgrims' resthouse 
macjuva (Sinll.) - 'hall', ritual enclosure 
miihiila (Sinh.) - old woman 
mahanin (Sinh.) - fcmale priest 
maM vasanta mangapa (Skt.) - 'great spring hall', area in temple used for 
special festival events 
miila (Skt.) - garland 
IDal}Qala (Skt.) - ritual diagram alticulating macrocosm/microcosm relation 
maniyan (Sinh.) - plural form of maniyo 
maniyo (Sinh.) - 'mothcr', a female trance specialist and particularly a devotee 
of the goddess Bhadrakali 
mantra (Skt.) - ritual syllabic utterance (linked to both 'measure' and 'mind') 
mara!)a (Skt.) - 'killing', a type of sorcery 
mariyatai (Tm.) _. <honour', the right to sponsor a ~'Pecial festival event 
maya (Skt.) - illusion, the nature ofthis world 
modaham (Tm.) _. modaka (Skt.) - special type of sweet pastry linked particu-
larly to the god PillaiyaT 
mohana (Skt.) - 'bewildcring' , a type of sorcery 
mok~a (Skt.) - release from existential fetters (and rebirth) 
mUlasthana (Skt.) - mulasthanam (Tm.) -lit. 'root scat', alternative name for the 
temple inner sanctum 
muni (Skt.) - saint 
Munnesvaram - name of Siva and temple 
musiga vahanam (Tm.) - musika vahana (Skt.)· rat vehicle, Pi11aiyar's animal 
vehicle 
muttu (Tm.) - pearl, smallpox 
nada (Skt.) - resonance. source of all sound, dance 
nagasvaram - wooden reed instrument with fluted end used commonly with 
tabla by temple musicians 
namaskara (Skt.) - homage or obeisance; form of greeting and worship of a deity 
navagraha (Skt.) " nine planets 
navagraha saoti (Skt.) - appeasing the nine planets 
navagraha miirtinjaya santi puja (Skt.) - name of a special rite for the nine plan-
ets and their associated deities 
nayanmar (Skt.) - the 63 Saints of Tamil Saivism 
nibbiina (Sinh.) - nirvana (SkI.) - extinction and release from rebirth 
nitya (Skt.) - eternal 
nityapuja (Skt.) - the regular or eternal daily temple rites. 
nul (Sinh.) - protective thread tied around the wrist 
padmamUla (SkI.) - the lotus roo! 
Padu (Sinh.) - generic tel111 for low labourer caste often described as 'firewood 
collector' 
palagi (Skt.) - 'flowery' column design of two mirrored lotus flowers 
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paligahanava (Sinh.) - striking revenge, a form of sorcery distinguished from 
other secretive forms as a form of retribution 
paligahIma (Sinh.) - noun form ofpaligahanavii (rarely used in place of the gerund) 
pa)iyidukkurudu (Tm.) - ' striking revenge' main type of sorcery performed at 
the Bhadrakali temple 
pancalatti (Skt.) 'the five waves', the name of the final camphor larrp waved in 
the puja 
pancamahabhUti (Skt.) - the five elements 
pauneer (Tm.) - flower and sandalwood infused water used in abhiseka rites 
pansala (Sinh.) - Buddhist temple/school 
paraviic (Skt.) - the first word 
parinibbana (Sinh.) - Buddha's death and release 
parivaram (Tm.) - the royal retinue, a name for a processIon 
pasa (Skt.) - fetter 
pattini (Tm.) - virgin bride 
pattu (Sinh.) - plural form ofpattuva 
pattuva (Sinh.) - geo-politicalUllit consisting of a number of villages 
perahara (Sinh.) - festival procession and general name for a festival 
pin (Sinh.) - merit 
pilit (Sinh.) - chant of Buddhist texts (usually by monks) 
pI!ham (Tm.) - pItha (Skt.) - 'seat' , special site of a divine (commonly goddess) 
presence 
Pitigal (Sinh.) - name of the korale in which Munnesvaram pattuva is situated 
pongal (or ponkal) (Tm.) - milk rice cooked with dairy milk, sugar and possibly 
fruits and nuts 
porapol (Sinh.) - fighting coconut and name for the coconut game which is also 
known as pol kel iya 
poIlu (Tm.) - decorative (and protective forehead mark made from black paste 
or knnkuma powder 
poya (Sinh.) - full moon day 
pradak~iJ,Ia (Skt.) - temple circumambulation with the right side closest to the 
centre (i.e., clockwise) 
praja (Skt.) progeny 
prakasa (SkI.) - concept in Kashmiri Saivism that refers to the undifferentiated 
luminosity of immanent form (see also vimarsa) 
pralaya (Skt.) - reabsorption 
prati~lha (SkI.) - to stand firm, the finn ground of stability 
pfija (Sinh ., Skt., Tm.) - generic and spec.ific name for deity worship h:wing 
associations of service and devotion 
puru~a (Skt.) - man 
Puru~a (Skt.) - the Cosmic Man and source of creation 
Pu\am (Tm.) - Mercury 
puvarasu (Sinh.) - lype of tree used in the MunneSvaram festival 'Hunting Festival' 
Radala (Sinh.) - aristocratic landowner caste 
Rahu (Sinh.,Tm.) - the Dragon 's Head planet 
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ratha (SkI.) - chariot 
Ravi (Sinh.) - Sun 
Glossary 
rupa (SkI.) - appearance, ontical fonn (in contrast to linga - 'sign') 
sabda (SkI.) - sound 
sada (Sinh.) - matted hair 
Saiva (SkI., Tm) - Siva worship 
sakta (Skt.) - energy, ability 
sakti (Sk!.) - energy, strength 
Sakti (SkI.) - Goddess 
sala bam (T m.) - pearl fishery 
salabam (Sinh.) - anklet 
Salabamapura (Tm.) - 'The City of the Pearl Fishery', Tamil name of Chi law 
SaHigama (Sinh.) - caste traditionally associated with weaving and cinnamon 
peeling 
!alava (Sinh.) - weaving hall , possible source of the name for Chilaw, 
SalawattalHalawatta 
samsara (Sinh.) - this life 
sll1)danam kappu (SkI.) - sandalwood protection, name of a rite involving cover-
ing a deity statue, usually ofKan, in cooling sandalwood paste 
sangku (Tm.) - conch shell 
Sani (Sinh., Tm.) - Saturn 
Sarada (SkI.) - Autumn 
Sarada Navaratri (Skt.) --The Autumn Nine Nights festival, the best known 
Navaratri festival in the year 
sasana (Sinh.) - Buddhist orthodoxy/orthopraxy 
sastra karaya (Sinh.) - ritual speCialist with knowledge of the sastra manuals, 
often associated with healing rites and sorcery 
Salard. Salip<:1~hi:lIli:l SuLla (Sinh.) - Buddhist text on the nature of bodily decay; 
an iconographic featnre of representations of the deity Aiyanayake 
Sevvai (Tm.) - Mars 
s ikkham (SkI.) - the crest or peak, the pinnacle of any shrine tower 
Sikuru (Sinh.) - Venus 
Silappadikaram (Tm.) - 'The Anklet', the famous story ofthe goddess Kannaki 
(Pattini) 
sivalinga (SkI.) - the core Saivite image of linga and yoni 
Sivariitri (SkI.) - 'Siva Night', special all night festival 
Siyam Nikiiya (Sinh.) - order of Buddhist monks founded in Kandy in the mid-
eighteenth century following receipt of ordination in Thailand (Siam). 
soejasa subharcanam (Skt.) - the' 16 Splendid Embellishments', the full and 
most complete puja rite performed during the annual festival 
sohon (Sinh) - cemetery 
sthambana (SkI.) - 'paralysing', a type of sorcery 
sthambaman<!apa (Skl.) - the temple (ftag)pole hall 
sudalai (Tm.) - cremation ground 
silniyam (Tm.) - zero, also the act of sorcery 
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Suniyama (Sinh.) - major anti-sorcery rite 
swyatii (Skt.) - emptiness 
Siiryan (Tm.) - Sun 
svastika yantra (Skt.) .- the yantra design based on the svastika pattern of the 
special turning cross 
tabla (Tm.) - double ended drum played by hand and short stick 
tambili (Sinh.) - king coconut, a type of drinking coconut 
tandava (Skt.) - Siva's spccial dance 
tantra (Skt.) - 'the warp, the propagating line', the principles and practices asso-
ciated with specific types of rima!. 
ta!tvas (Skt.) - principles derived from the elcmcnts 
ther (Tm.) - temple chariot 
thibam (Tm.) - camphor lamp 
timiti (Tm.) - firewalking 
tirtha (Skt.) the ford or crossing, name for a temple, name of special bathing rite 
at end of festival 
lirlham (Tm.) - bathing rite at the end of temple festivals 
limvi)ii (Tm.) - festival procession and lahel for the festival as a whole 
todpullu (Sk!.) - special pointcr stick made of woven leusa grass used in 
abhiseka rites_ 
trisiila (Tm.) - trident weapon and symbol of Siva 
tunbiige ban<;larala (Sinh.) - the custodians of the three divisions, name for a 
class of guardian gods 
tvagdosa (Sk!.) -leprosy 
ud-su (Sk!.) - 'to stir up, agitate' 
u(lupila (Sinh.) - upper team in the ritual games for Pattini 
uJvithi (Tm.) - inner road (oftemp!e) 
utsadana (Skt.) - 'overturning', a type of sorcery 
utsa (Skt.) - flowering, blossoming, shooting 
utsava (Sk!.) - festival, blossoming. 
utsavamurti (Sk!.) - festival image; name of the metal images normally taken on 
festival proccssions 
utlana (Sk!.) - face upwards 
vahana (Skt.)·- vehicle, term for the animal bearers of deities such as Nandi, thc 
Bull, for Siva, the lion for Ambal, etc. 
valampuri (Tm.) - special conch with clockwise tum 
varam, varanla (Sinh.) - warrant or boon granted by a deity to a devotee, usually 
associated with soothsaying and ordered trance 
varam (Skt.) - boon or request 
vas (Skt.) - an abode 
Vasanta (Sk1:.) - Spring 
va~ya (Skt.) - 'influencing' a type of sorcery 
vastu (Skt.) - dwelling, foundation 
vastupuru,aman(lala (Skt.) - the dwelling place ofPum,. as. special magical 
design; the core of the tcmple foundation 
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vava (Sinh.) _. irrigation tank 
vel (Tm.) - spear weapon and symbol of Murugan 
Ve!a!a (Tm.) - cultivator caste 
ve!ivithi (Tm.) - outer road (of temple) 
Vt:Hi (Tm.) - Vt:nus 
Vettaitiruvi!a (Tm.) - Hunting fcstival 
vibhilti (Skt) - the special ash of burnt cow-dung used by Saivites 
vidve~aQa (Skt.) - 'rendering hostile', • type of sorcery 
vihar. (Sinh.) - Buddhist temple consisting of deity shrines, relic shrines and 
res ident monks 
vimana (SkI.) - thc towcr above the temple inner sanctum 
vimada (Skt.) - ' critical juncture' , the point of appearance. Key concept in 
Kashmiri Saivism where it refers to self-awareness as a manifest aspect of 
pure consciousness. (See Padoux 1990). 
vrna (Sinh .) - a common name for secretive sorcery 
Viya!am (Tm.) - Jupiter 
yaga (SkI.) - sacrifice 
yaga mm;lI;1apa (Skt. ) - sacrifice hall in the temple used only during the festival 
yagasalai (SkI.) - alternative name of the yaga maQejapa, yaga alaymn 
yajamana (Skl.) ·- the ritual sponsor, the sacrificer 
yajana (or yajna) (Tm.) - sacrificer 
yala (Sinh.) - main rice paddy harvest 
yantra (Skl. ), yantram (Tm.) - special design serving ritual purpose of binding 
the energy of deities to space 
yatapila (Sinh.) -lower team in Pattini games 
yoni (Skt.) - complement of the linga, the vagina 
yuga (Skt.) - the age or epoch 
)'Up. (Skt.) ·- the pole or sacrificial stake to which the victim is tied 
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CIlAPTER 1 
WORSHIP, DIFFERENCE AND 
MARVELLOUS POTENTIALITY 
When Jesuit missionaries were given the revenues associated with the Munnes­
v.ram temple in 1605 by the Portuguese Captain General of what was then called 
Ceilao (later Ceylon), they were provided with a strong material base to pursue 
their work in their allotted mission area in the north-west of the island. Perhaps for 
that reason, the Jesuits applied themselves zealously to the redemption of the site, 
and in 1606 they completed the destruction of the temple which had begun with 
Portuguese soldiers six years earlier. To the horror of the Munnesvaram priests, 
the Jesuits set about the temple's main image with iron bars and later claimed their 
action to be yet another moment in the great Christian struggle against evil. 
The enemy of mankind, who had so long held his tyrannical sway from the idol, as 
from a citadel, has been put to the rout by this celestial standard. formerly the 
wicked hell-hound had such complete mastery over the place, that nobody dared to 
pass by it even in broad daylight. Women, who dared to pass that way, were said to 
be obsessed by a demon, or hung up on trees, or were stripped of their clothes, or had 
some indecent freak played upon them. But now, after the erection of the Cross, won­
derful to say, aU these spectres and impurities hove ceu3ed ultogether. The way is sufe 
now, and people pass the spot unmolested, day and night, free from all fear. 
F. Cagnola SJ., Jesuit Annual Letter, Cochin, 5 December 16102 
The Jesuits' vivid description, notwithstanding the obvious missionary zeal that 
colours this account, provides a certain kind of understanding of !vIunnesvaram 
that resonates with, and indeed contrihlltes to, cert::lin contempor::lry orientations 
to the temples of the Munnesvaram complex. Unlike the Jesuits, for whom the 
activities at Munnesvaram were the work of the Devil, those who would see the 
contemporary temple in such tenns would more likely hbme it on the goddess 
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Kali, for her devotees regularly fall into trance, curse their enemies, and offer 
blood sacrifice. Those who think of Munnesvaram in such terms will not neces­
sarily share the Jesuits' proselytising fantasy and desire. Indeed, many may well be 
drawn to Mutmesvaram for what it might offer. 
That is the point I wish to explore here. This book is concerned with how reli­
gious meaning and pot�ncy acquire their force in the production-and--reproduction 
of everyday worship. I examine the relation between the temple and its world in 
order to explore the interactive dynamism of a complex South Asian society and 
its teclmiques and expressions of social and culrurai articulation. My focus is the 
temple complex of Munnesvaram, a predominantly Hindu cluster of five temples 
near the north-west coastal town of Chilaw, during the period trom the mid-l 980s 
to the mid-1990s. My discussion is intended to draw out general issues about 
Hindu temples and their place in south Indian and Sri Lankan society and history. 
In order to do so, I shall argue closely through my ethnography on the Munnes­
varam temples to arrive at some general propositions about the historical 
importance of temples in South Asia. 
Munnesvaram is a complex that draws (and repels) people for a variety ofrea­
sons, and it has done so for a very long time. For some, it draws them because it 
is regarded as the most powerful Kali temple in all Sri Lanka, for others it is 
because Mm esvaram is one of the most important Siva temples in Sri Lanka, and 
for still others, it is because the temple is their regional temple, a key element in 
their sense of regional religious and ethnic identity. Thus, while orientations to 
Munnesvaram and its significance vary widely, they all share the sense that 
Munnesvaram is a temple complex of great importance. The two principal temples 
- the Munnesvaram temple and the Bhadrakali temple - are the largest, best 
known, and most popular temples in the complex. Each temple is owned and run 
by a distinct group of Tamil Hindu priests, and each temple largely conforms to the 
aesthetic style and ritual practice of the south Indian Hindu and specifically Saivite 
temple.3 The worshippers, though, are drawn ITom all over Sri Lanka and are pre­
dominantly Buddhist and Sinhalese - an ethnic community with a distinct 
language as well as other social and cultural differences to the Tamil. Despite sucb 
differences between Sinhalese and Tamil there are also significant areas of overlap, 
and one of the most notable of these is religious practice at the Munnesvaram tem­
ples. The fol1owing study explores how religious pluralism works in contemporary 
Sri Lanka and examines how a Hindu temple like Munnesvaram exists as an 
intense node of actiVity, a potent social field wherein complex configurations of 
divinity, sociality, polity and history are continual1y enacted. 
My research at Munnesvaram commenced in 1985, amidst the often bloody con­
fi ct between Sinhalese and Tamils elsewhere in the island.4 It was surprising, 
therefore, to find a religious site where Sinhala Buddhists worshipped alongside 
Tamil Saivites in Tamil Saivite temples, In fact, the proportion of Sinllalese wor­
shipping at the Munnesvaram and Bhadrakali temples between 1985 and 1986 
exceeded the propol1ion of the Sinbalese ethnic group in the population of the coun­
try (74% at the Census of 1981)5 The question of the supposed boundedness of 
ethnic groups, a boundedness conditioned in the circumstances of hostHity and vio-
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lence, was raised repeatedly by this apparent unity of religious purpose at a single 
temple complex. I stress this apparent sense, however, for while at one moment the 
fluidity of social and religious categories appears to be asserted by a unity of purpose 
in temple worship at Munnesvaram, in the next moment the temples display the frag­
mentation of different and often competing, contesting and reslstant interests. 
Of course, such an identification of complexity beneath the surface appearance 
is not new to anthropological writing, but 1 am concerned with the manner in 
which the complexity behind the apparent unity of worship is not only an expres­
sion of contradiction and embedded social relations, but is central to the 
reproduction of religious power in the forceful aesthetic of ritual. I am interested 
in what is 'dramatic' or critical about Munnesvaram as an aspect-of the temples' 
popularity6 The thesis I pursue is that the religious appeal of a complex like 
Munnesvaram continually emerges from the diversity of interests, ideas and prac­
tices (often antagonistic, such as those of the lesuits) that the temple brings 
together and renders into a seemingly unified field, a field constantly in the condi­
tion of excess. 
This is at no time more so than during the annual festival, a potent rite of 
renewal when the ritual condition of possibility floods the temple complex as a 
mass of worshipping humanity. This book is primarily about the annual festival, a 
month long event involving thousands of people from all over the country. Those 
who know temple festivals like Munnesvaram's know that their prime element is 
people, lots of them. I am interested in how these people shape the religious life 
of the temples and thus I am interested in the place that Munnesvaram holds in the 
religious imagination of contemporary Sri Lanka. I am concerned to show how the 
ritual complex of Munnesvaram establishes its condition of cosmic possibility. 
Events marking the conclusion of Munnesvaram's main annual festival briefly 
illustrate the potency of the temple's dynamic. The events are associated with the 
festival climax, an event known in Tamil as the 'sacred bath' {tirtham)7 and in Sin­
hala as the 'water cutting' (diya kiipima) where a representation of the temple deity 
is taken to the River Dcdura north of Chilaw and plunged under tlle waters amidst 
wild splashing and bathing by assembled worshippers. The statues of the deities are 
brought to the river in a procession from the temple and housed in a special octag­
onal pavilion built solely for the purpose. From the pavilion, one statue, the special 
guardian form of Siva known as Astara Devata, is carried to the river for the bath. 
This is followed with free food being given to the worshippers by a sponsoring 
patron. Many worshippers attend the bathing and the almsgiving that follows. 
I attended my first festival in 1985 having already studied a number of Tamil 
temple festivals from the Eastern Province. The procession and bathing seemed to 
me to be following a predictable course until there was a sudden onset of trance 
and abandon in front of a bo tree near the pavilion entrance at the precise moment 
the statues were installed. A large pari of the assembled crowd were affected, and 
while many were already familiar to me as trance specialists who regularly went 
into trance at Munnesvaram's Bhadrakali temple, the numbers, suddenness and 
context quite surprised me. When 1 asked what was going on, I was told that a 
powerful guardian (Sinh. Kadavara)' had manifested in the tree and was causing 
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dozens of people to go into trance. Others named different dangerous guardian 
gods, while still others claimed that all of the guardians were present, having been 
summoned by Siva to look over him and his consOli while they were in the pavil­
ion. The rush of lower order guardian deities into the space was, then, a direct 
result orthe presence of the high deities inside the octagonal (lotus) pavilion. 
Without being typical, trance behaviour is a key component of contemporary 
Tamil Saivite worship, but I am fairly certain all of the people involved that day at 
the river were Sinhala Buddhists (with possibly some Roman Catholics). Their 
participation in such worship is a feature of what has been labelled for a different 
but closely related religious context in Sri Lanka as 'bhakti religiosity' (Obeye­
sekere 1978), or as evidence of 'Hinduizing trends' in contemporary Sri Lankan 
Theravada Buddhism (Gombrich 1988). The related context is the Saivite/Bud­
dhist temple complex of Kataragama; the most important temple complex of its 
kind in all Sri Lanka and one that bears comparison with Mwmesvaram in several 
respects that will be explored in the COUl'Se of this work. However, where authors 
like Obeyesekere and Gombrich stress the contemporary nature of 'bhakti reli­
giosity' (Gombrich and Obeyesekere 1988) and thereby link it to processes of 
social transformation, specifically urbanisation, my interpretation is concerned 
with how a temple complex like Munnesvaram enables Shifting forms of worship 
to take place. Importantly, the priests cstablish the conditions for the trance activ­
ity, but they do not expect it, nor do they really want it. 
In 1994, nearly a decade after my first Munnesvaram festival, the spontaneous 
trance was even greater, with only a tiny few of the same people trom 1985 (and 
1986) present. The main difference, however, was that alongside the previously 
solitary bo tree there now stood a trident (weapon and symbol of Siva, especially 
in his guardian Bhairavar form) and a small cement structure housing a painted 
statue of Kali. A Tamil stonemason of Indian descent who lived and worked in 
Colombo had built the structure. Working for him on the day of the festival bathing 
rite was a Sinhala Buddhist deity pricst who normally ran a small sluine to the Sin­
hala Buddhist sorcery deity Suniyam9 He desclibed how he used this bo tree 
throughout the year for sacrifice and sorcery, bringing clients from different parts 
of the island for night-time rites. Nine cobras dwell in the tree, he added, and he 
made regular offerings to them. Cobras are often reported as residing in the bo 
trees adjacent to temples and are a sure indication of residellt guardians, as well as 
being in some sorcery traditions the mystical agents of sorcerous attack. For there 
to be as many as nine of them suggests that the religious power of this particular 
site is very great. Moreover, the number nine generally relates to goddesses, the 
nine forms of energy that arc expressions of the goddess. In this regard the bo tree 
and its shrines mirror the Munnesvaram complex as a whole, for at Munnesvaram, 
the Kali temple (which includes a bo tree with, I am told, a resident white cobra) 
is the site of trance and sorcery standing adjacent to the temple for the high god 
an\! his consort, just like the riverside bo trec stands adjacent to the deity pavilion. 
The potency of the riverside bo tree stems from the deity pavilion and the fes­
tival bathing rite, which draw out a symbolic association of the site as an 
ambiguous juncture of land and water. Most importantly, the potency is expressed 
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in and through the wild trance behaviour that occurs when the statues are installed. 
Such behaviour contributes to the overall spectacle that is a vital component of the 
temples' significancc. Most importantly, the spectacle feeds into the development 
of the bo tree site, a development that now includes a Kali sluine created, in effect, 
by the Munuesvaram deities and by the dynamic of religious practice, both Tamil 
Saiyite and Sinhala Buddhist. For, while the sponsor of the Kali shrine is Tamil 
Saivite, the aesthetic style of his shrine with its painted statue is more routinely 
Sinhala Buddhist, and its priest on the day is also Sinhala Buddhist. Finally, this 
practice is both led by ritual specialists (Sinhala Buddhist and Tamil Saivitc) as 
well as by non-specialist worshippers engaging in spontaneous lUlfetlered activity 
without the complicity of the MWUlesvaram temple priests. 
Passing over the River Dedura and continuing a fcw kilometrcs north onc finds 
a strangely designed Saivite temple dating from the early twentieth century. The 
Manuweriya shrine is adjacent to a coconut plantation and it was during the clear­
ing of land for this plantation that an lndian Tamil 'discovered' a stone sivalinga 
image which he claimed to be the originallinga brought by the god Hanuman from 
India when, according to the temple origin myth, MUlUlesvaram was first founded. 
The Tamil built the temple to house this 'm.urvd' and it became a popular phl.ce for 
worshippers to visit on their return to the Northern Province following the end of 
the festival. TIll"ough to the late 19705 the temple maintained a modest income and 
its own resident priest, largely because of the offerings made by nOl-thern Tamils 
at the end of the Munnesvaram festival. By the 1980s, however, the temple began 
to decline as the number of northern Tamil pilgrims diminished sharply due to the 
war. Sinhala Buddhist worshippers began to predominate at Munnesvaram, and 
they did not include the lingo temple in their itineraries. As the bo tree shrine and 
its Kali worship developed the lingo temple deteriorated, The two events are not 
completely concomitant but they do bear upon each other as expressions of a 
broader process affecting the Munnesvaram temples as a whole: a process shaping 
religious practice and ritual aesthetics that become instrumental themselves in 
fmlhering lhc process of cbange.lO 
Haskam or Marvellous Potentiality 
When asked about the special place Munnesvaram holds in contemporary Sri 
Lanka, uevolt:es would often explain that Munncsvaram has' haskalll,', a Sinhala 
word that describes extraordinary religious power. Haskam can be expressed as the 
miraculous appearance of a statue, the ease with which devotees fall into trance at 
a paLticuhn place, or, more commonly, as the effectiveness of prayers being 
answered by a deity at a special site for that deity. Haskom (or alluhasa) is a term 
about as easy to define as the places with which it is associated, For English­
speakillg !ufonnants the tcnn that was most often substituted was 'power'. A 
person's reason for being at Munnesvaram was explained in terms of the power of 
the place, making Munnesvaram one of several sites in contemporary Sri Lanka 
renowned for its special power - sites that arc identifiably Duddhist, Roman 
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Catholic, Hindu and in a few cases Muslim." This book is largely ancxploration 
of this power, which I shall term more specifically as 'potency' or 'potentiality' 
(from the common Latin root, patens) in order to indicate that my study examines 
power in a very broad sense and not simply in the more limited sense of 'com­
mand', where power is very simply the power over another. 12 Potentiality in my 
usage relates to the French term puissance in contrast to pot/voir where pouvoir 
(power, command) is an instantiation of puissance (a potential for existence)." 
The Sanskrit tenn related to the Sinhala word haskam is ascmya or 'miracle', and 
its Tamil equivalent is accaryam.14 I prefer Reverend Winslow's (1984) translation 
of the Tamil- 'marvel' - because a site of "askam such as Munnesvaram is both 
a marvel (noun) and something at which worshippers marvel (verb). 'Miracle' 
does not convey such a dynamic interaction between the site as a site of the mar­
vellous, a field of active power (SkI. ksetra), and the importance of the religious 
congregation in continually bringing this field of active power into existence and 
reproducing it through the force of their participation. The marvel of Munues­
varam is, therefore, both the site and the practice of worship. They are, together, 
the constituents of the temple aesthetic that this book explores. Crucially, the tem­
p1e aesthetic is, in my analysis, the fundamental expression of divinity and not 
simply its representational signification. 
In the broad approach I take to the aesthetic of Munnesvaram as both form and 
practice, I include as central to my argument the place of Munnesvaram in Sri 
Lankan history, pOlitics and cultural heritage. The contemporary Munnesvaram 
temple is built on the site of a famous ancient Siva temple, a temple whose renown. 
is recorded at least as far back as the tenth century of the Common Era (C.E.). 
Although I have no firm inscriptional evidence, the temple's fame most likely 
extends beyond this. Of such inscriptions, the most important 1S the one granting 
lands and revenues by the Sinhala Buddhist king Parakramabahu VI in the mid-fif­
teenth century. The inscribed stones were used when the temple was rebuilt in the 
1870s following its destruction at the hands of Jesuit missionaries in 1606, and 
efforts to revive the temple in the 1670s and again in the 1750s. the period during 
which Munnesvaram was part of the Sinhala Buddhist kingdom of Kandy. The 
Parakramabahu VI inscription (reproduced from Patlunanathan's translation in 
Chapter 2) is important for several reasons. because. in addition to its place in the 
temple's built form, the inscription is central to the relationship between the tem­
ple and the Brahmin priests who effectively own the temple. It underpins the legal 
stalus of the temple and also that of its priests. and thus has a profound bearing on 
what kind of temple the Munnesvaram temple has become, and with that its place 
in contemporary Sri Lankan religious life. 
[n the following chapters I examine the Munnesvaram temples closely and 
offer an account of key features of the temples as aesthetic objects involving both 
design and rite. I stress the dynamism of which the bathing rite bo tree is one small 
vignette. and 1 stress the role of the broad body of worshippers as members of a 
public that is actively constitutive of this dynamism of bolh design and rite. To do 
this I begin with the social composition of the body of worshippers and I examine 
the nature of the physical location of the Munnesvaram complex in the religious 
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topography of the island. The social composition of worship raises the issue of the 
history of the temples. Through my account of this history 1 explain the unusual 
fact (for Sri Lanka) that both the Munnesvaram and Bhadrakali temples are owned 
and run by their Tamil Saivite priests. This is important because through their 
ownership the priests have remained instrumental in detennining the nature and 
content of worship, and thereby lessened the excluding influence of major interest 
groups such as members of the Tamil Saivite middle class as well as the Sinhala 
Buddhist middle class. Both middle-class Tamils and Sinhalese have been signif­
icant throughout the twentieth century in separate religious revitalisation 
movements and associated ethnic politics. Both groups have been highly influen­
tial in the Munnesvaram complex, but have not been able to dominate in the way 
they have done at other temple complexes. because they have lacked executive 
power. This lacuna has created a space in which spontaneous peasant and working­
class religious devotion spills forth and thereby shapes the religious aesthetic. The 
autonomy of the temple priests leaves the temples more open to a greater variety 
of interests and influences than would be the case were the temples to be managed 
by non-priestly trusts drawn largely from the middle class. Such trusts. which pre­
dominate in Sri Lanka as the main style of temple management have become. in 
many instances, sites for the articulation of caste, class and ethnic cleavages that 
have profoundly influenced the religious field (Whitaker 1999). That the Munnes­
varam and Bhadrakali temples lack such trusts has been immensely important for 
maintaining the social heterogeneity of the complex as a whole. Part of this het­
erogeneity is the temple complex's double existence of being both a regional 
temple (Tm. desam kovil) and a special pilgrimage (or as I shall show antipil­
grimage) centre for relief from affliction. There is often a tension between these 
two existences, a tension that relates to the nature of social transformation in con­
temporary Sri Lanka. above all the transformation of regional agricultural social 
systems following the impact of plantation capitalism. What I wish to describe is 
how such a tension can feed the religious or marvellous potency oflhe temples, 
and how the ritual aesthetic of the temple creates the conditions for such potency 
to be continually re-expressed. 
While lacking a lay trust means that Munnesvaram does not display the same 
kinds oflaeal social dramas described for other south Indian temples." this has 
not meant that the temples remain aloof from the social tensions affecting Sri 
Lanka. Apart from anything else the priests are Tamil while the majority of wor­
shippers is Sinhalese. Moreover. the presence of two temples. one run by 
vegetarian Brahmins the other by non-vegetarian non-Brahmins, enables the com­
plex to express in a refractive manner (and not simply reflect or represent) the 
activities of sections of Sri Lanka's landed. and high caste strata who sponsor the 
Brahmins in contrast with the activities of sections of the entrepreneurial strata 
who sponsor the non-Brahmins. Thus, the temples condense and convey a social 
relation between sources of wealth and political authority that has been a major 
thread running through the history of Sri Lanka - a social relation between landed 
wealth and trade. Shaped in the circumstances of colonialism and postcolonial 
political economy. this relation powerfully infonns contemporary-ethnic tensions 
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and thus reveals certain Sri Lankan particularities. However, I suggest that fOlms 
of mediation between landed wealtb and trade are central to tbe role of the soulh 
Indian temple in both society and history more generally. Munnesvaram is dis­
tinctive for its religious and ethnic blend. Indeed, it is highly unusual. What 
MlII1TIesvaram reveals through its unique configuration, though, is a capacity of the 
temple to create the conditions of cosmic possibility through which the temple 
becomes many things to many people and becomes, as a result, an essential ele­
ment in the articulation of difference in South Asian society and history. It does 
this primarily through its festivals, as these festivals enact a series of possibilities 
of the aesthetic order of the temple. What I analyse here is how these festivals 
achieve this and how they do so as specific enactments or practices of the temple 
as a monumental religious architecrure. 
I state that the temples express in a refractive manner, rather than reflect or rep­
resen� in order to stress that temples do not simply reflect social relations whose 
reality lies elsewhere, rather they constitute nodal points in the articulation of these 
relations. While they are not the only growlds of interaction between social groups, 
they have had a central place in the history of South Asian (especially south Indian) 
civilisation. Munnesvaram offers a way of thinking about this. It does so because it 
is a broadly popular temple complex with a socially diverse patronage. Not all tem­
ples are so accessible, and for this Munnesvaram is remarkable. However, in being 
so open Munnesvaram reveals a possibility of the Indian temple - the dynamic 
process of both the creation of forces of social articulation and reproduction, and 
tile capture or regulalion of such forces that is never complete. 
What I pursue in the following is an analysis ofthe Munnesvaram temple com­
plex through which I develop general points about the south Indian temple. My 
primary aim is to convey a sense of the uniqueness of Munnesvaram - a Tamil 
Saivite temple with a predominantly Sinhala Buddhist patronage in a peliod of 
ethnic violence between Tamils and Sinhalese. I am also concerned to show how 
Munnesvaram survives and thrives in such a situation as a Hindu temple. In doing 
so I hope to shed light on the nature of the Hindu temple and to explore the mar­
vellous potentiality of Hindu temples as remarkable human achievements. 
The Polysemy of the Hindu Sacred in the Conditions of Violence 
Tl1e anthropology of ritual and religion has long recognised the complexity of the 
relaiion between power and potentiality as an aspect of the sacred. Here, the sacred 
i5ilol t6 be seen as something set apart and forbidden (Durkheim 1976: 47), but 
as the- territorialising aspect of divinity. This is a Jess restricted notlon of the 
sacred; a notion that is Jess dependent on a firm complementarity between sacred 
and profane, where the sacred is that from which the profane is set apart. Instead, 
the sacred is to be considered as the setting-apart, or process of becoming sacred, 
which can take the form of re-origination and the irruption into existence of a pow­
erful assemblage of forces that are not not-profane. In this sense, the sacred is not 
cosmos where the profane is chaos. It is not lImited by notions of order and disor-
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der, but by a principle of becoming and, with that, immanence. As such, the sacred 
embraces all manner of transformations ranging from divine knowledge (as 
becoming one with a numinous divinity) to sacrifice as the COre ritual event, and 
sorcery as the recreation of self and other via the emotions and the will. No one of 
these aspects is any more 'sacred' than the rest, although it must be noted that 
within the broad religious field of the MUlmesvaram temples there exists a sense 
that some practices have greater legitimacy than other practices. The hierarchy of 
the temples and, with that, the hierarchy of the deities, conveys the sense of how 
certain features of the sacred enable and thus encompass other features. Like the 
temple deities installed in the lotus pavilion who generate the swann of trance­
inducing lesser deities, the higher expressions of the sacred bear the immanent 
potential of the other expressions. The interrelation of these features is inaccu­
rately grasped by the terms of a complementarity of sacredlprofane, cosmos/chaos 
or pure/impure, although such dyads certainly hint at aspects of the sacred (in 
Greek 'hieros'). More accurate is the interrelation and movement between interi­
arising and exteriorising, as these terms hint at the spatial immanence so 
fundamental to the temple, as well as at the dynamic quality of the sacred other­
wise inaccurately grasped in tenns of a synchronic dichotomy. 
The temple is, then, a territorialising machine. It develops its unique place in the 
contemporary Sri Lankan world through condensing varions territorial orientations 
that range from nationalist and chauvinist to redemptive encounters with divinity 
and the pursuit of individual succour and regeneration. This book describes how the 
temples draw these orientations together (without necessarily forgulg a single moral 
connl1unity) and thereby reviralises itself in the world. [n doing so, the book 
describes a vitally important aspect of Sri Lanka's ethnic conflict. This is the coex­
istence and mutuality of the country's two dominant religions - Tamil Saivism and 
Sinhala Buddhism - interacting at a major centre of religious practice in the cir­
cumstances of hostility and violence between the two etlmic groups. 
Sri Lanka's ethnic conflict is a sordid and bloody business that has shattered the 
lives of all Sri Lankans in one way or another. 16 At its heart lies the dispute over 
the sovereignty of the Sri Lankan State that was formed when the country gained 
independence from Britain in 1948. [n the rise of majoritarian politics in the elec­
tions that followed, and the subsequent alienation of the Tamil population from 
hitherto excellent opportunities in the public sector, many Sri Lankan Tamils saw 
no future in their belonging to a Sinhalese-dominated state. At the same time, 
Tamil political parties began to exercise some leverage as the minority third party 
in the increasingly two-sided contests between the conservative United National 
Party (UNP) and the left-wing coalitions led by the Sri Lanka Freedom Party 
(SLFP). This leverage made the sovereignty issue critical, with the party in gov­
errunent having to negotiate with the Tamils while the party in opposition was free 
to drum up a chauvinist anti-government sentiment in order to win the next 'first 
past the post' election. It resulted in Tamils becoming a target of violent Sinhal. 
chauvinism in riots that first broke out .in 1958." From the mid-I 970s, Tamils 
began agitating for a separate state ('Eelam') along the boundaries of what they 
regarded as their traditional homelands in the north and east of the country. Tamils 
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perceived these homelands to be especially threatened by a major hydro-elec­
tric/irrigation scheme that involved resettling Sinhalese. The Tamil agitation 
provoKecl violenl- n�sponsp. hy ;<;:ome Sinh�lese> le�cling many agitators and others 
to pursue militancy in order to win separation. Jaffua in the north has experienced 
an aggressive government military response to this militancy since 1981, with 
periorls of �ontr()l hy the Liheration Tigers of Tamil Eehlm. In addition to their 
standing army, the Tigers maintain cadres of guerrillas who engage in acts of ter­
rorism mainly in Colombo. Their signal act is the suicide bomber, an assassin who 
kills hy rleton�fing the explosives strapped to his or her hody. Several political and 
military leaders have been the targets of such bombers, including the ex-Prime 
Minister of India, Rajiv Gandhi. In addition, the Tigers have blown up buildings in 
central Colomho c::msine serious loss of life. Police and military checkpoints have 
been in place for so long in the city that trees are growing from the earthworks of 
their bunkers, and the roadblocks are adorned with advertising signs. 
For I-he most p�rt, the are!') armmrl Mlmnesvamm h!'ls heen spHred from the 
excesses of the civil war, and many people involved in the temples look beyond the 
demarcations of ethnicity when interacting with priests and/or devotees. The 
region is ethnically amhiel101JS ancl. the local rli!'l1ect is!') Sinhala-Tamil mixture. 
However, a large portion of the devotional population comes from outside and they 
come to Munnesvaram for its special power to influence people's lives. In the cir­
Cl1mstanc�� of violence the rlemann for this power increased considerahly. This 
was especially so when the violence intensified during the late 1980s following the 
Indian government's military intervention, and the attempt by the Sinhalese Peo­
ple's r jb�r:Hion Front OVP) to topple the gov�mment. The immrgency wa� on ly 
defeated when the government of President Ranasinghe Premadasa resorted to 
similar terror tactics and began a systematic eradication of the JVP. Munnesvaram 
fillerl with the mothp.rs of the '(1isappear�r1' pIp-arline with the go(klesses, especi�lly 
Bhadrakali, to help find and rescue their children. For thousands of mothers no 
help was forthcoming. 
It has hp.en the cl'ls�, then, that dllring the tim� of my asso�i!'lt:ion with Mlll1nes­
varam the temples have prospered, with large numbers of Sinhalese, some Catholic 
but most Buddhist, attending to make their special requests to the goddesses. For 
someone born and (<lisen in Allstr<l1i<l, �mrl of1mef':ly Irish rl'lthnli� anCp.stTY, this 
situation always seemed odd. For I bad grown up being told (for the most palt half­
heartedly) to pray for peace in Northern Ireland in a country where one can 
freqUfmtly observe exclusive CMholic �lOd Protest!'lnt �hllr�hes sflllmecl-off HZHinst 
each other, and family histories of couples ostracised for straddling the great 
divide. Ideas of religious practice, ethnic boundaries and identity, and the sacred 
or numinous as the eritical feature of all religions, become problemat ie when 
applied to the Sli Lankan context. Where is the 'single moral community' that 
Durkheim saw as basic to a religion? At the same time, what preserves the 
dynamic interrelations in Sri Lanka? There is neither harmoniotls c.oexistenc.e nor 
outright rupture, and temples like those at Munnesvaram offer an important per­
spective. Some might think that the plural worship offers a way out of the country's 
ethnic c.onfi c.t, but unfortunately this hope is generated within a framework con-
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ditioned by ideas of ethnic boundaries that are not appropriate to the Sri Lankan 
context. In these terms, the following study of Munnesvaram makes an important 
contribution to Sri Lanka IS peace and reconciliation, if only to suggest that the sig­
nificance of the MUlmesvaram temples is tied to the intensity of conflict and the 
levels of human suffering. 
Plan oftbe Book 
The plan of the book is to proceed now to a consideration ofthe social composition 
of the worshipping patronage of the Munnesvaram temples and to explore aspects 
of the interplay of social factors in the practices of worship. Caste, class and eth­
nicily are manifested in the temple worship, and I explore different features of all 
of these social relations in order to demonstrate that worship is not reducible to any 
one of these. For example, all are elements of the relations between the priests ofthe 
Munnesvaram temple, who are Tamil Saivite Brahmins, and the villagers of the sur­
rounding area who are mostly Sinhala Buddhists. Sri Lanka's ethnic conflict does, 
at times, pervade these relations, but in accordance with several social scientists 
writing on the conflict I argue that caste and class generate critical undercurrents 
which both minimise and promote ethnic hostility (Gunasinghe 1984; Jayawardena 
1985; Roberts 1994; I 997bcd; Wickramasinghe 1995). I explore this general point 
through an examination of ownership disputes over the main Munnesvaram temple 
in the first quarter of the twentieth century and do so by situating the disputes in the 
burgeoning coconut plantation economy of the British period. This also enables me 
to introduce the two principal groups of priests - the Munnesvaram Brahmins and 
the non-Bralmlins of the Bhadrakali temple. 
In Chapter 3 1 begin my examination of the religious world of the Muunes­
varam temples by discussing the principal temple myths recounted to me by 
devotees. These myths concern the origin of the temples andlor the origin of cer­
tain deities in the temples. Comparative discussion of the myths reveals important 
characteristics of Munnesvaram in the sacred geography of the island, both Tamil 
Saivite and Sinhala Buddhist. It also reveals the close association that the Murnles­
varam priests identify between the main Munnesvaram temple and kings. 
The relationship between Munnesvaram and Sinhala Buddhist kings, evident in 
the temple origin myths mostly favoured by Sinhala Buddhists, informs the most 
prevalent types of religious practice at the temples. These are considered in Chap­
ter 4 in order to convey what the contemporary significance ofMunnesvaram is for 
its mainly Sinhala Buddhist patronage. The Munnesvaram temple is looked at for 
the importance of alleviatory rites, particularly the cooling rites performed for bad 
planetary influence. The Bhadrakali temple is examined for the importance of sor­
cery or cursing, alleviation ITom sorcery, suspected or real, the general protection 
from the fierce goddess and the role of trance and trance specialists in all of this. 
The place ofMunnesvaram in contemporary Sri Lankan religion is thus revealed. 
This leads to a consideration of how Munnesvaram has been characterised as non­
Buddhist in the terms of Sinhala Buddhist revitalisation. My discussion turns to 
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the relationship between the so-called 'worldly' (Sinh. laukika) and 'super­
worldly' (lokuttara) in order to describe how Munnesvaram becomes redefined as 
a site of the worldly through the valorisation of Buddhist ideals. 
Having done so, I tum more specifically from the practice of worship by devo­
tees to the ritual world of the temple priests: the way the priests perceive the 
religious potency of their respective temples, and how they go about cultivating 
and maintaining this potency in the context of such a strong Sinhala Buddhist pres­
ence. Thus, in Chapter 5 I examine the aesthetics of the Munnesvaram temple as 
an architectural form and as a space for the obligatory and regular rites through 
which the form is rendered as a site for practice. I discuss the ground plan and 
positioning of statues, the material of the statues, and then in Chapter 6 the regu­
lar rites held daily, weekly, and monthly. This enables a contrast between the 
regular tites designed to maintain divine presence in the temples (puja), and the 
private devotional offerings made by individuals (arccanai) that serve to increase 
the presence of particular deities with particular actions. My point is that the 
priests enable the private offerings through their own ritual practice, but must then 
contend with the dynamic relationships of deities and devotees that ensue. Partic­
ularly important here is the dtual for the goddess, for, according to the priests, it  
is through the presence of sakti that Munnesvaram has its special power for alle­
viation. Sakti and the goddesses constitute divinity in the world, and part of their 
constitution stems from Sinhala Buddhist devotion and worship. In Chapter 7 I 
examine this presence of sakti, paying special attention to the Sarada Navaratri 
festival, a festival for the goddess which articulates the relationship between 
Ambal and Kali as the energy of action and practice in the world. The Navaratri, 
not unlike the three other Navaralri festivals Munnesvaram celebrates, is not a 
popular festival with Sinhala Buddhists. Instead, it is strongly marked by Tamil 
Saivite revitalisation themes. and by an orientation to women and to the household 
that is not suited to the idea of the Munnesvaram goddesses and the marginal 
quality of Munnesvaram for Sinhala Buddhists. Thus, the Navaratri is examined 
for the way it contributes to the cultural distinctness o f  Munnesvaram as a Tamil 
Saivite site, and also for the way in which the promotion of Tamil Saivite god­
desses by Sinhala Buddhists reaches a point of celebration upon which it stops and 
retreats. SinhalaBuddhists worship and entreat Ambal and Kali, but there is a limit 
beyond which the worship stops, and that is where the Tamil Saivite worship of the 
goddesses is strongest - in the Navaratri, a rite especially of and for women and 
the household. What the Navaratri achieves, therefore, is a further marginalisation 
of Munnesvaram, one that contributes to its sense of potency. 
The regular rites of the day, week and month, as well as the special rites for the 
goddesses. form a prelude to my discussion of the annual festival held around 
August/September. ] commence my discussion in Chapter 8 in one of the villages 
ofthe MUlmesvaram pattuva - the region around Munnesvaram, which comprised 
of some sixty-three villages at the point of the Jesuit conquest in the early seven­
teenth century. The pre-festival events in the village fOlm the basis of the broader 
festival and reveal themes that the festival unfolds. Then I move to the festival 
proper. and in Chapters 9 and 10 offer a description of the festival events starting 
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from the different processions sponsored by the villages of the patti/va and lead­
ing up to the special events and the embellishments to the festival since the 1920s. 
In doing this I explore the manner or the festival as constitutive of a field of reli­
gious and social possibility by which the Munnesvaram temples are rearticulated 
with their world. 
Finally, having moved through a detailed presentation of the festival I return to 
the question ofthe relationship between the Hindu temple and its world, a world of 
complex social relations not simply reducible to a sense of a singular system. Tem­
ples and festivals, I argue, are vital elements in the dynamism of South Asian life. 
Their power is a pristine energy of cosmos and through it they create the potent 
realm of possibility. This, I argue, is what hierarchical encompassment and the 
sacred in the Indian context mean. It is a form of totalisation, but not in the sense 
in which Louis Dumont ( 1 980) uses it as referring to a total and neatly arranged 
social whole; a sense for which Dumont has been roundly criticised (In den 1 990). 
W�hat I hope to demonstrate through my focus on a major temple complex in con­
temporary Sri Lanka is how temples and festivals are vital to the formation and 
reformation of social wholes, and that these wholes do not exist as singular systems 
outside the temple festivals because they are continually being made in these very 
festivals. The festivals establish a dynamism that is unrestrained and overflows. That 
is their totality as that is their potentiality. [t is, though, far from neat, ordered and 
systematic. Temples are, I argue, about power. They are concem,ed with the Status 
of power and as such they develop understandings of power, status, kingship, sac­
rifice and transaction, as well as caste, etlmicity, class and gender. Above all, 
temples are about divinity, righteous action and demons. They confront the issue of 
action as the expression of the world, and even appear to capture it. However, in 
doing so they forge the possibilities of a grand excess - a riot oflife the recognition 
of which is the temple's remarkable achievement. 
Notes 
I. The temple had been looted and damaged by the Portuguese before that in 1578. However, the 
attack had heen part of an incursion into Sinhalese territory and not a fullY-fledged conquest. 
2. Translated by S,G. Perera S.l in 1916 and reproduced with revisions by V. Pcrniola S.J, (1991: 
304--305). 
3. Sri Lankan Tamil Hinduism is more accurately caBed Snivism. Put simply, Saivism specifies the 
cculrality of lhe gud Siva, Ids (;ulIsorL anu his l:hih.h�ll. Tamil Sllivism i:s lIIu::;l prufulIJll.lIy juilu­
enced by the philosophy and doctrines of Saiva Siddhanfa. by the Agama texts that elicit them and 
by temple worship. It differs in significant respects from other Saivile doctrines such as the Kash­
mili, and so merits the labe! 'Tamil Saivism'. Notwithstanding the differences betwecn Sri Lankan 
Tamil Saivislll and that of south India (where, for example. the Saivali0iSJlova (Visnu-centred) 
distinction obtains more strongly and there is a markedly greater presence of Brahmin castes) I 
shall use the lube! 'Tamil Saivism' throughout this book as a counterpart to the category 'Sinhala 
Buddhicm'. ' do co first a.nd foremost because the main dcitief: ofthc Munncf:varam complex are 
Siva, his consort(s) and his children, and because the temple worship of the principal temples is 
organised around the Saivagamo texts, although it is not limited to these texts. 
4. The first major riots against Tamils by the dominant Sinhalc.se occurred in 1958. In terlrts of 
spread and intensity these were eclipsed by the pogrom of July 19�B. Militant ·UlIuil separatIsm 
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has increasingly created a condition of civil war in the dominant Tamil areas of the north and east 
since 1981, but especially from the beginning of 1985. The Indian army participated as a 'Peace 
Keeping Force' in 1987 and 1988. 
5. My source is my own sall1ple: of the tcmple: patronage taken between April 1985 and April 1986. 
Buddhists constitute roughly 90% of the Sinhalese ethnk group, the majority of the remainder 
being Roman Catholic (61%). At Munnesvaram, the proportion of Buddhists to non-Buddhists 
amongst the Sinhales.: is closer to 94%. 
6. Victor Turner's classic study of the Ndembu (1996), for example, is one where lhe concepts of 
social drama and extended case method reveal the force of structural contradiction that lies 
beneath the surface appearance of crisis. In this regard Turner's study is exemplary. Its 'inside 
story' is not simply � jOllm�Iistil' <;('oop �bol1t what really happened, nlther it is a powerfllt insight 
into the nature of the surface appearance of crisis as an irruption in the social field of otherwise 
embedded social relations whose reproduction proceeds in multiple taken-for-granted ways, 
including rima! contexts. 
7. nrlltam refers specitical!y to a crossing point, a ford in the liver, or a threshold. It is another name 
for the temple as a whole. 
8. Where necessary 1 shaH specify the language as Sinhala (Sinh.), Tamil (Tm.) and Sanskrit (Skt.). 
9. This priest lives and works in Kuliyapitiyu, about 30 Ian to the south-east of Chi law, a town 
renowned as the symbolic centre for Suniyam in Sri Lanka - Knbailliva (Kapferer 1997a: 240). 
10. By 1999 the Manuweriya temple had been renovated and restored under the guidance of an 
increasingly prominent Indian Tamil businessman who lived in Madampe south of Chi law. He has 
been 1'05poJ15iblo for the fCnovation of v. number of Tamil Saivitc tempk5 in tho area. 
11. The specific term in SinhaJa for such divine power is deva balaya. The idea of haskam is a.ssoci­
ated with the power of the site. In that sense, haskam is an enabling condition of balaya but also 
a characteristic of a site at which ba/aya has been particularly active. 
12. This is not to deny the importance of analysing power as command. In Power and Religiosity ill a 
Post-Colollial Setting, R.L.Stirrat (1992) defines power simply as 'relations of domination' (p.9). 
Colonialism and postcolonial Buddhist nationalism are given as obvious examples) and set against 
a history of Rom;m Catholicistll in Sri Lanku. Relevant to my work, Stirrat explores how atten_ 
dance at special (haskam·fillcd) Catholic shrines enables the reintegration of fragmented 
individual experience in the circumstances of such power. However, simply ascribing power to 
relations of domination privileges ideas of fracture and reintegration without exploring the onto· 
logical grounds of power, and, through that, the hegemonic conditlOHs 01 relations ot" dommatlOn 
in contemporary Sri Lanka. 
13. I draw this distinction from Delcuze and Guattari, II Thousand Plateaus (1987), in particular from 
the translator's notes by Brian Massumi (p.xvii). 
14. AlIllhas(l (pl. alluhas) is translated in Clough's Sinhala-English dictionary (second edition 1892) 
as glory, splendour, dib'llity, merit. 
15.  Appadurai's (1981) study of a Madras temple, Fuller'S (1984) study of the Madurai Minaksi tem­
plo, and Whitake£'5 (1 999) 5tudy of the Mam.lw Kanda:5wamy lClllph; all dcscrilH::, til diITJ.;lcul 
ways, the internal dramas associated with temple management 
16. There is an extensive literature on the ethnic conflict, with the most insightful analyses being those 
ofTambiah (1986, 1996) and Kapferer (1988). 
17. This period of the 1950s includes two other important feahlres. The first of these is the celebra­
tions of the 2,500-year anniversary of the Buddha's death and parinibbana. During these 
celebrations, the historical role of Sri Lanka as a Buddhist country that bad protected tl.le legacy 
of Buddhism was emphasised. The other feature is the first SLFP government th:H woo elected in 
1956 on the opportunist platfonn of making Sinhala the only official language within twenty-four 
hours of forming a government. 
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